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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION

Electronic Transport in Few-layer Graphene

by
Zeng Zhao

Doctor of Philosophy, Graduate Program in Physics
University of California, Riverside, December 2013
Dr. Chun Ning (Jeanie) Lau, Chairperson

Graphene, a single atomic layer of carbon atoms, has been extensively
studied in recent years. Its unique electronic property has attracted the attention of
physicists in both theoretical and experimental areas. To experimentally study the
electronic transport property of graphene devices, we acquire high mobility in
suspended graphene devices fabricated by sophisticated techniques. My research
focused on studying electronic transport property of few layer graphene, including
bilayer, trilayer and tetralayer graphene devices, as well as heterojunctions that
consist of regions with different number of layers.
In the first part of the dissertation, two types of techniques in fabrication are
described -- the lithography free shadow mask method and the multi-level
viii

lithography technique developed from the fabrication protocols of suspended top
gates. These free-standing devices eliminates substrates that are often the mobility
bottleneck, and allow current annealing to remove contaminants, thus providing a
platform for experimental realization of many fascinating phenomena in high
mobility devices, such as fractional quantum Hall effect.
The second part of the dissertation focuses on experimental study of few
layer graphene devices. Evidence for fractional quantum Hall effect is observed in
bilayer and trilayer graphene. For heterojunction devices, both magnetic field and
electrical field are applied to study the electrical transport properties in quantum Hall
regime. Heterojunction trends to behave like the thinner layer graphene in quantum
Hall regime. In one bilayer-trilayer heterojunction, we find an apparent transition
from the nematic state to a gapped state that resembles the layer antiferromagnetic
state induced by current annealing. This shed light on the debate of the ground state
at the charge neutrality point in bilayer graphene. In tetralayer graphene, we
observed an unusual re-entrant insulating state at the charge neutrality point, which
is not predicted by the tight binding model calculations. This phenomenon could
arise from Landau level crossing or Moire pattern due to a small relative twist
between the layers.
Future work in this area include (1) using in-plane magnetic field effect to
probe few layer graphene to determine their dependence on total spin, (2) top-gated
heterojunction devices to locally control the carrier density and band structure of the
ix

two regions, (3) other layered materials, such as topological insulators and transition
metal dichalcogenides. These studies could contribute to both our fundamental
understanding of low-dimensional physics and technology applications.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

Graphene has been extensively studied recently due to its unique structure and
properties, as it offers a new platform for investigation of low-dimensional physics1, 2.
In this dissertation, I will present our experimental results in several types different
graphene devices - bilayer3, 4, 5, 6, trilayer7, 8 and tetralayer graphene9, 10, as well as
graphene heterojunction consisting of regions with different number of layers.
The thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 presents the theoretical background
of single layer and tetralayer graphene, including their band structures and density of
states with and without magnetic fields, calculated using the tight binding model.
Two different sample fabrication techniques are described in the next two
chapters. Chapter 3 describes the shadow mask method, which is a lithography free
technique11. Chapter 4 describes a multi-level lithography technique that is developed
from the fabrication recipes of suspended top gates12.
Chapter 5 through 8 presents our results on the electronic transport properties of
graphene devices. In Chapter 5, we discuss our observation of evidence for the
fractional quantum Hall effect in high mobility bilayer and trilayer graphene devices13.
Chapter 6 focuses on the experiments in heterojunctions with and without suspended
1

top gates. Chapter 7 describes our additional (and accidental) findings in
heterojuctions: an apparent transition from the nematic state14 to an insulating state in
a bilayer-trilayer junction, thus contributing to the ongoing debate on the ground state
in charge neutral bilayer graphene15-25. In Chapter 8, ABAB stacked tetralayer
graphene devices with suspended top gates are studied systematically in both
electrical field and magnetic field. There are several new findings, such as a re-entrant
insulating state near the charge neutrality point, and the observation of
symmetry-broken quantum Hall states. There has been little theoretical work in this
area, thus we hope to come to a full understanding of the data via further experimental
and theoretical efforts. Finally, Chapter 9 concludes the thesis with a brief discussion
of future work and outlook.
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Chapter 2
Background
2.1 Rise of Graphene
Researchers have been utilizing and studying carbon family since antiquity, since
charcoal was used by the Egyptians and Sumerians as early as 3750BC1. Carbon, with
atomic number 6, is a common element on earth. It exists in natural world in many
forms, such as diamond (shown in Fig. 2.1a), graphite (Fig. 2.1b) and fullerene2 or
bucky ball that contains 60 atoms (Fig. 2.1c). Another carbon allotrope is carbon
nanotube (Fig. 2.1d) that has been extensively studied by many scientists, for its
interesting optical, mechanical and electrical properties3, 4.

Fig. 2.1. Carbon element. (a). clear diamond , (b). black graphite (right), (c).schematic
of lattice structure in C60 Buckminsterfullerene, (d). schematic of lattice structure in
carbon nanotube1.

5

Graphene is a single atomic layer of carbon atoms arranged in a hexagonal
lattice6- 10, from which fullerene, carbon nanotube and graphite can all be derived. For
instance, if the sheet is rolled up, it forms a one-dimension single-walled carbon
nanotube. This relationship between graphene and 0D, 1D and 3D carbon systems is
shown in Fig. 2.2.

Fig. 2.2. Geometry operation of graphene into 0D buckyball, 1D carbon nano-tube
and 3D graphite6.

Ironically, as the building block of several carbon allotropes, graphene is the last
6

to be experimentally isolated. For centuries, physicists believe that a material that is
only a single atomic layer thick is highly unstable to thermal flucturations11, 12. In
2004, A.K Geim group in UK6 successfully developed a cheap and easy way to isolate
graphene, which can be considered as a covalently-bonded macromolecule. Both
Geim group and Philip Kim‟s group in Columbia University measured the so-called
“half-integer” quantum Hall effect in graphene6- 10, 13. Their results show that the
charge carriers in this 2-Dimensional material are relativistic, with an effective speed
that is 1/300 of the speed of light. Due to this unusual property, graphene has opened
a new paradigm of „relativistic‟ condensed-matter physics.

2.2 Tight binding model for band structure calculation of grahene
The band structure of graphene was first calculated by Wallace in 1947 using the
tight binding model method14. In the tight-binding model, electrons are localized to
the atomic positions, thus the Bloch wave function of the crystal can be constructed as
a linear combination of the local Wannier functions. In this model, only a few
parameters are necessary to reproduce the experimental results.
Consider the honeycomb crystal structure of graphene (Fig. 2.3a), each unit cell
contains two inequivalent atoms A and B. The primary vectors in the basis are a1 and

a2 as shown in Fig. 2.3b. The relative vector length of a1 and a2 are as follows:
 a 3a 
a1 =  ,
 ,
2
2



a
3a 
a 2 =  , 

2 
2

7

(2.1)

where a  a1  a2 is called as lattice constant and, in graphene, a  2.46 Å 16.
From the relations a1  b 2  a 2  b1  0 and a1  b1  a2  b2  2 , where b1 and b 2 are
the primitive vector in reciprocal lattice, we find
2 
 2 2 
 2
b1 = 
,
,
, b2 = 


3a 
3a 
 a
 a

(2.2)

Fig. 2.3 (a) The honeycomb crystal structure of single layer graphene where white
8

(black) circles indicate carbon atoms on A (B) sites and straight lines indicate σ bonds
between them. Vectors a1 and a 2 are primitive lattice vectors of length equal to the
lattice constant a. The shaded rhombus is a unit cell containing two atoms: one A and
one B. (b) Crosses indicate lattice points of the hexagonal Bravais lattice. The
honeycomb structure in (a) consists of the hexagonal Bravais lattice [shown in (b)]
with a basis of two atoms, one A and one B, at each lattice point17.

In crystals with periodic boundary conditions, the wave function in a periodic
potential can be represented as Bloch function  j (k , r ) , where j stands for the j th
atom in the unit cell. For graphene, it has A and B atoms, thus j =1 and 2. The Bloch
functions  j (k , r ) that describe the system is:
 j (k , r ) 

1
N

N

e

ik R j ,i

i 1

 j (r  R j ,i )

(2.3)

where  j is the electron wave function of the jth atom in the unit cell. The sum is
over N different unit cells, labeled by index i = 1, 2, 3… N, and R j ,i denotes the
position of the jth orbital in the ith unit cell.
In a general case, an electronic wave function is composed of Bloch waves:
N

 j   c j ,l (k ) l (k , r )

(2.4)

l 1

To calculate the energy E j ,
H j j  E j j ,

(2.5)

det( H  E j S )  0

(2.6)
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where H is the Hamiltonian and S is the overlap integral matrix, H is the transfer
integral matrix, with four elements of site A atom and site B atom. In order to solve
the equation, we need to separately calculate the diagonal matrix elements and
off-diagonal matrix elements. The first diagonal element H AA and H BB can be
written as:

H BB  H AA 

1 N N ik( R A, j R A,i )
A (r  R A,i ) H A (r  R A,i )
 e
N i 1 j 1

(2.7)

By applying tight binding approach, the final element value can be derived as a
parameter  2 p , which is the energy of the electron wave 2pz orbital
H BB  H AA   2 p

(2.8)

Off diagonal elements, it can be expressed as

H AB 

1 N N ik( RB , j R A,i )
A (r  R A,i ) H A (r  R B,i )
 e
N i 1 j 1

(2.9)

this term represents the hopping interaction between A atom and B atom in unit cells.
Within tight binding approach, only the nearest neighbor hopping is taken into
account, i.e for each A atom, there are 3 neighbouring B atoms. (See Fig. 2.4) Hence

H AB can be expressed as:
H AB 

Here

1
N

N

3

 e
i 1 l 1

ik ( R B ,l  R A ,i )

 A (r  R A,i ) H A (r  R B ,l )

 0   A (r R A, i) H  A( r  R,B )l
3

f (k )   eik δl ,
l 1

and δl  R B ,l  R A,i , is the position vector from B to A atom.
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(2.10)
(2.11)
(2.12)

As shown in Fig. 2.4, the three vectors from atom A to its three neighbor atoms B are:

δ1  ( 0 ,

a
a
a
a
a
) , δ3  (  , 
),
,) δ 2  ( , 
2 2 3
2 2 3
3

(2.13)

Fig. 2.4. In tight binding model, for each atom A, only the nearest neighbor is
considered, that is B1, B2, B3. The corresponding position vectors δ1 , δ 2 , δ3 ,
respectively. Hopping from an A site (white) to three adjacent B sites (black) 17.

Then H AB can be simplified as
f (k )  e

ik y a / 3

 eikx a /2e

 ik y a /2 3

H AB   0 f (k )

 e ikx a /2e

 ik y a /2 3

e

ik y a / 3

(2.14)
 2e

 ik y a /2 3

cos(k x a / 2)

(2.15)

Similarly, the off-diagonal overlap term in overlap matrix S
S AB 

1
N

N

3

 e
i 1 l 1

ik ( R B ,l  R A ,i )

 A (r  R A,i )  A (r  R B ,l )  s0 f (k )

where s0   A (r  R A,i )  A (r  R B ,l ) .
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(2.16)

Now both diagonal and off-diagonal elements are derived. Substituting them into
the secular equation Eq. 2.6, we can get:

E 

 2 p   0 f (k )
1 s0 f (k )

(2.17)

where  0  3.033eV , s0  0.129,  2 p  0 . The band structure is plotted in three
dimensions as shown in Fig. 2.5. E+ and E- correspond to the conduction and
valence band, respectively. Close to K points in the figure, the dispersion relation is
linear, which can be simplified as:

E (K  k )   vF k

(2.18)

where vF  1106 m / s is the Fermi velocity. These K points in the figure, exhibit the
six corners of the Brillouin zone in the reciprocal lattice of SLG. The structure shows
single layer graphene is gapless.

K point

Fig. 2.5. The low-energy band structure of single layer graphene17.
12

2.3 Multilayer: Tetralayer graphene
For multilayer graphene, it has been discussed in several papers. Here I would
like to point out that it is quite different for even and odd number of layers. As for odd
number of layers, the lattice obeys mirror reflection symmetry
( x, y , z )  ( x, y,  z ) . For even number of layers, obeys special reflection

symmetry ( x, y , z )  (  x,  y ,  z ) .
Tetralayer graphene, consists of four layer honeycomb lattices in Bernal or
rhombohedral registry. Recently Koshino and McCann studied ABAB stacked
tetralayer graphene and its Landau level spectra in quantum Hall regime with the
effective mass approximation19, 20, taking into account remote hopping terms that give
rise to energy shifts, level anti-crossings, and valley splitting of the low-lying Landau
levels.
To theoretically solve the band structure 21-32, we start with the lattice. In ABAB
Bernal-stacked tetralayer graphene, the honeycomb lattice with atomic site A and
atomic site B on each single layer is stacked one upon another in the perpendicular
direction. In this stacking, dimer sites are defined as the atomic sites that have a
counterpart directly above or below in the adjacent layers (like A2n, B2n+1) as shown in
Fig. 2.6a, while the other half the sites are non-dimer sites which do not have such a
partner (like A2n+1, B2n).

13

Fig. 2.6. (a) Atomic structure of ABAB multilayer. (b) three dimensional view of the
multilayer graphene lattices. (c) side view of fourlayer lattices (up) and schematic
form of the partially diagonalized Hamiltonians (down) 27.

We follow the Slonczewski-Weiss-McClure parameterization of graphite, and
consider the first intralayer couplingγ0, nearest interlayer couplings, γ1, γ3 andγ4,
and next-nearest layer couplingsγ2 andγ5.
In Fig. 2.6b, the horizontal solid line between A1 and B1, one the same layer
indicates the intralayer coupling factorγ0, and the vertical solid line between A2 and
B1, on the adjacent layer, represents interlayer couplingγ1. As shown in Fig. 2.6b, γ
2

andγ5 are the next-nearest layer coupling factors for non-dimer sites and dimer sites,

respectively, (also shown in Fig. 2.6c upper panel). As shown in this Fig. 2.6c, there
are two other parameters, γ3 andγ4 represent the nearest interlayer couplings for
different atomic sites and the same type of atomic site, respectively.
14

Using an effective-mass model, the Hamiltonian of multilayer graphene with N
layers can be expressed as Equation 2.19.




 H0

HN = V 

W



with

 0
H0 = 
 v

V

W

H 0' V  W 
H0 V
W
V
W  V  H 0' V 
 
v  
 , H 0 = 
 
 v

 v4 
V =
 
 1









W 


v  

0 

v3 

v4  

(2.19)

(2.20)

(2.21)

0 
0 
 / 2
5 / 2
W = 2
 ,W = 
5 / 2
 2 / 2 
 0
 0

(2.22)

where, the energy difference between dimer sites and non-dimer sites are represented
as =   2   5 , the Fermi velocity of single layer graphene v= 3a 0 / 2 , and
other velocities v3 = 3a 3 / 2 , v4 = 3a 4 / 2 . The in-plane momentum operator
is  = px  ip y , and   1 is the valley index in the vicinity of K  the point in the
Brillouin zone. Matrix W describes the coupling between next-nearest neighboring
layers.
Specifically, for fourlayer graphene, the Hamiltonian of ABAB stacked fourlayer
graphene, for Equation 2.16 with N=4, can be decomposed into a combination of two
bilayer-like items, with the atomic site indices m=1 and m=3.
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 H1
H N 4 = 
 H 31

H13 

H3 

(2.23)

H1 =H(1 )+W(-p,-p)

(2.24)

H 3 =H(3 )+W(p,p)

(2.25)

H 31 =H13  W(p/2,-p/2).

(2.26)

where,

and 1 =(-1+ 5)/2 , 3 =(1+ 5)/2 and p =1/ 5 .
The diagonalization of the Hamiltonian is based on the eigenstates of the
one-dimensional tight-binding chain in the stacking-neighbor hopping. If the
next-nearest layer coupling is neglected, the Hamiltonian can be exactly diagonalized
into separated blocks. In tetralayer, this next-nearest neighbor parameter is important
as it not only appears in each block of the decomposed Hamiltonian, but also couples
these separated blocks, and hybridize their bands. The eigenvalues of H are solved for
m=1 and m=3 in Eq. 2.27 and Eq. 2.28, respectively. The band structure with this
solution is plotted in Fig. 2.7a.

 (1) (p)=-p 2 
 (3) (p)=p 2 

v2 p2

1 1

v2 p2

3 1

(2.27)

(2.28)

In the presence of a perpendicular magnetic field, the Landau level spectrum at
the valley ξ is given by
)
(m)
 n( m
2 
1,  =-p

n( n  1) 2B

1 1
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(2.29)

(2.30)

)
(m)
(m)
 n( m
2
1 = n  0 =-p

For m=1 and m=3, p(m) has p(m=3)=- p(m=1) =p.ГB = 2 v / B，B =

/(eB) ,λB is the

magnetic length. The zero-energy Landau levels neglecting the inter parameterγ3 and

γ4 , are given by
(1)
 n(1)
1 = n  0 = 

(3)
 n(3)
1 = n  0 =

2

(2.31)

5

2

(2.32)

5

These levels have valley degeneracy, due to spatial inversion symmetry.
The calculation results are shown in Fig. 2.7, in which symbol b corresponds to
m=1, symbol B represents the heavy-mass bilayer block m=3. In Fig. 2.7.c, the
two-dimensional map of the density of states, is calculated from Landau levels in Fig.
2.7.b, where all the quantum hall integer is in multiple of 4, that is 4l (where l is
integer) because of the valley and spin four folds degeneracy.

17

Fig. 2.7. Calculation results for ABAB bernal stacking fourlayer graphene. (a)
18

Low-energy band structure. (b) Landau levels as a function of magnetic field. (c) two
dimensional density plot of the density of states in the space of magnetic field and
carrier density. In (b) and (c), numbers are quantized quantum conductivity in unit of
e2/h 27.

2.4 Conclusion
In conclusion, we have revisited the history of scientific research in carbon
family, and calculated the band structure of single layer and ABAB-stacked tetralayer
graphene using the tight-binding model. The latter will be useful for our
understanding of the experimental data presented in Ch8.
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Chapter 3
Lithography-free Fabrication of High Quality
Substrate-supported and Freestanding Graphene
devices

Introduction

In this chapter, we present a lithography-free technique for fabrication of clean,
high quality graphene devices. This technique is based on evaporation through hard Si
shadow masks, and eliminates contaminants introduced by lithographical processes
(See Section 3.2). We demonstrate that devices fabricated by this technique have
significantly higher mobility values than those by standard electron beam lithography.
To obtain ultra-high mobility devices, we extend this technique to fabricate suspended
graphene samples with mobility as high as 120,000 cm2/Vs.
Since its experimental isolation on insulating substrates in 2004, graphene has
attracted tremendous attention, as its unusual electronic, thermal and mechanical
properties 1-6 promise both novel fundamental phenomena and device applications.
Yet, some of the most fascinating predictions, such as Veselago lensing 7- 8, fractional
quantum Hall effect 9, and ballistic transistors, are yet to be experimentally
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demonstrated. This is partly due to the limited mobility, which ranges from ~5,000 to
50,000 cm2/Vs for substrate-supported devices, and up to 250,000 cm2/Vs for
suspended devices 10- 11. The exact source(s) of mobility bottleneck is still under
debate, but lithographical processes, which are used to fabricate almost all graphene
devices to date, are known to be an important contributing factor. As graphene
consists of a single atomic layer, it is particularly sensitive to surface contaminants,
including resist residues left by lithographical processes, which locally modifies the
electrochemical potential and provide extra scattering sites. Though annealing
techniques have been demonstrated to improve device mobility 12-13, they are not
well-controlled and do not always produce consistent results. Lithography-free
fabrication techniques have been reported 14-15; however, the procedures are
complicated and yield devices that are restricted to simple geometries.

3.1 Fabrication procedure

Here we report a lithography-free device fabrication technique for graphene
devices, via metal evaporation through silicon hard masks. This technique is simple,
inexpensive, and does not require any resist processing; thus, it greatly increases
device throughput, produces transparent contacts between graphene and electrodes,
and yields high quality graphene devices. Additionally, hard masks, and hence
23

devices, with complex patterns can be readily fabricated. Using this technique, we
fabricate both substrate-supported and suspended devices, whose high mobilities are
characterized by electrical transport measurements.

3.1.1 Fabrication of shadow masks

The first and most crucial step in our fabrication procedure is the synthesis of
hard silicon shadow masks, as illustrated in Fig. 3.1a. Here we use 500 m
double-side-polished, {100} orientation silicon (Si) wafers that are 1x1 cm2 in size.
Firstly, a 200-nm layer of chromium (Cr) is evaporated on one side of the wafer,
followed by the deposition of a thin layer of polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA)
e-beam resist. This Cr layer will serve as an etching mask for later potassium
hydroxide (KOH) and inductively coupled plasma (ICP) etching processes. Since
controllable etching of thick (>100 m) Si layer is difficult, we reduce the thickness
for the final pattern etching by using photolithography and KOH etching to open a
large, 400-m deep window on the back of the wafer, leaving a 100-m thick Si
layer to be etched in the final step. The shadow mask structure is then patterned on
the front side using e-beam lithography (EBL). After exposing and developing the
resist, we use a Cr etchant (1020AC) to remove the exposed chromium layer. Finally,
the shadow mask is completed by using ICP to etch through the exposed silicon
layer, creating a Si wafer with patterned openings.
24

Fig. 3.1. Fabrication of silicon shadow masks. (a). Schematics of the fabrication
process. (b-c). SEM images of two silicon shadow masks. The red arrows in (c)
indicate the alignment windows. Scale bars: 1 m. (d). Graphene devices can be
fabricated by direct deposition of metallic electrodes through these masks.
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SEM images of two ready-to-use silicon shadow masks with different
geometries are shown in Fig. 3.1b and c. Features as small as 500 nm can be reliably
fabricated. The masks typically also contain alignment windows that assist with
precision alignment during fabrication, as indicated by the arrows in Fig. 3.1c. These
shadow masks are exceedingly robust, and can be used for more than 20 times. We
note that traditional shadow masks, which consist of silicon nitride Si3N4 membranes
that are partially released from Si substrates 16- 19, often exhibit distorted edges 16, 18.
By comparison, our silicon shadow mask has a flat sample-contacting surface, and is
sufficiently rigid for complicated structures such as Hall bars geometries.

3.1.2 Fabrication of graphene devices with shadow masks

To fabricate graphene devices, we exfoliate single layer graphene sheets on
standard Si/SiO2 wafers. With the help of alignment windows, we use
micromanipulator XYZ translation stages to carefully align the shadow mask to
identified graphene sheets, then place the entire assembly in a vacuum chamber (Fig.
3.1d) for metal deposition. The mask nominally rests on the substrate, though the
effective mask-substrate separation, which is typically about few hundred nm, is
determined by the thickness of the graphite residues on the substrate surface. In
completed devices, we find that the metal electrodes typically extend beyond the
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shadow mask openings by ~ 0.3 – 0.5 m, due to the extended size of the metal
source and the finite mask-device separation.

3.2 Characterization of graphene devices
To compare the qualities of graphene devices made by conventional e-beam
lithography and shadow mask evaporation, we fabricate devices using both
techniques on the same graphene sheet. To this end, we use shadow mask to deposit
four electrodes (labeled A, B, C, D in Fig 3.2a), and subsequently e-beam
lithography to deposit three additional electrodes (E, F and G in Fig. 3.2a), on a
single-layer graphene sheet. The electrodes are designed to yield devices with
similar aspect ratios. After each fabrication, the device is characterized by atomic
force microscope (AFM) imaging and electrical measurements.
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Fig. 3.2. (a). Optical image of a single-layer graphene sheet device. The electrodes A,
B, C and D are deposited by evaporation through a shadow mask, and E, F and G are
fabricated using standard electron beam lithography. Right Panel: (b). STM images
of an as-fabricated device using shadow mask technique. The main panel displays an
image of 85 nm x 85 nm area, and the inset shows the atomic lattice over an area of
2.5 nm x 2.5 nm. (c-d). G vs, Vg for the electrode pair BC and FG, respectively, at
room temperature (red) and 4.2 K (black curves).
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The right panel of Fig. 3.2a displays an Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM)
image of the graphene surface after lithography, revealing a thin layer of resist
residue. The device is annealed in H2/Ar atmosphere at 200 ºC for 45 minutes to
remove the contaminants 12. Using standard lock-in techniques, the two-terminal
conductance of the devices are measured as a function of the back gate voltage, Vg,
that control the density n and type of the charge carriers. The device mobility  is
calculated from the slope of the G(Vg) curve and the relation=/ne, where  is the
device conductivity, and e is the electron charge. For a typical device fabricated by
lithography, is measured to be 1500 and 3000 cm2/Vs at 300K and 4K,
respectively (Fig. 3.2c).
In contrast, for devices fabricated by shadow mask evaporation, graphene
surface remains clean after evaporation, as shown by the AFM images (left panel,
Fig. 3.2a). Atomic resolution images of the honey-comb lattice over large areas can
be obtained using scanning tunneling microscopy, without any annealing treatment
(Fig. 3.2b). From transport measurements, the device mobility is ~4000 cm2/Vs at
room temperature, and increases to ~7000 cm2/Vs at 4K (Fig. 3.2d). Thus,
eliminating lithography yields devices with significantly higher mobility.
This shadow mask technique can be applied to fabricate devices with a
variety of geometries. As another demonstration of its power and versatility, we
extend it to fabricate suspended devices via two complimentary methods. In the first
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technique (Fig. 3a-c), a completed device supported on a substrate is fabricated on
the substrate, followed by etching by hydrofluoric acid (HF), which release the
graphene sheet from the SiO2 layer, and critical point drying. Here the Cr/Au
electrodes double as etch masks, and HF etches anisotropically and preferentially
along graphene 11, resulting in suspension of the entire graphene sheet. The
HF-etched devices are annealed using current-induced Joule heating 13. The mobility
is 20,000 and 120,000 cm2/Vs, respectively, at 300K and 4K. The G(Vg) curves
display pronounced sub-linear curvature, indicating its high mobility 10, 11 (Fig. 3d).
Up to 5V can be applied to the gate voltage; above 5V, buckling of the partially
suspended thin-film electrodes leads to device failure. Notably, the G(Vg) curves
display non-uniform variation in temperature T: for highly doped regimes, G
increases as T decreases; at Dirac point, G decreases with decreasing temperature.
Both the mobility values and the gate-dependent G(T) relation are consistent with
previous measurements 11, and may also be related to formation of ripples due to
graphene‟s negative thermal expansion coefficient 5.
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Fig. 3.3. (a-c) Fabrication of suspended graphene devices via HF etching. (d). G vs,
Vg for an HF-released single layer graphene device at rooms temperature (red) and
4.2K (black). Inset: SEM image of such a device. (e-g). Fabrication of suspended
graphene devices over pre-defined trenches on the substrate. (h). G vs, Vg for a
bi-layer graphene device over a trench at room temperature (red) and 4.2K (black).
Inset: SEM image of such a device.
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For the second technique to fabricate suspended devices, a graphene sheet is
directly exfoliated across pre-defined trenches on the substrate; electrodes are
deposited by evaporating through shadow masks that are carefully aligned with the
trenches(Fig 3.3e-g). The inset in Fig. 3.3h shows the image of a bi-layer device
fabricated using this technique. Since these suspended devices do not undergo any
chemical processing, they are extremely clean. Up to 30 V gate voltage can be
applied to a device, since graphene is supported by the banks of the trench, not by
partially suspended thin film electrodes. Device mobility of this bi-layer device is
measured to be ~2000 at 300K, and 60000 cm2/Vs at 4K (Fig. 3.3h).

3.3 Application of shadow mask technique

This lithography free technique has been widely used in many groups, including
optical study in Dr. Philip Kim Group and Dr. Feng Wang Group in UC Berkeley.
As this technique is clean and fast, graphene samples can be repeatedly fabricated
using the same shadow mask. In our study, we achieve the smallest features that ever
reported in shadow mask technique, that is 500 nm.
Many different features of shadow masks are designed by wenzhong and me.
First, we designed ‘王’ shape, as chinese character „wang‟, for hall bar geometry to
measure the horizontal and vertical current separately through suspended graphene
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in quantum hall effect. Second, we fabricated crowded electrodes pattern for the
thermal project in cooperation with Dr. Deqi Wang. This pattern needs four probe
electrodes, with another larger electrodes as heater nearby. Third, I etched one m
wide line on shadow mask. This is specifically for the spin project, in cooperation
with Dr. Wei Han, in which a spin injection is required. This success rate is low
because it is challenging to fabricate as small as 1m. Forth, I designed two
extremely close electrodes separated by 500 nm for our supercurrent project, which
needs a narrow junction between superconducting electrodes as Josephson Junction.
Fifth, patterns, as large as 10 m, are also fabricated for Hang‟s project, as usually
the functionalized graphene can be large. In conclusion, I have fabricated a variety
kinds of shadow masks for different research purposes.

3.4 Conclusion

In conclusion, we demonstrate a lithography-free technique for fabrication of
high quality graphene devices, which may be either substrate-supported or
suspended. Applications of this technique include ultra-clean devices for STM and
optical measurements, or devices coupled to specialized (e.g. superconducting or
ferromagnetic) electrodes. In particular, it provides an especially powerful approach
for investigation of the mobility bottleneck of graphene devices, as it allows
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fabrication of ultra-clean devices that are free of both lithography contaminants and
substrates.
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Chapter 4
Suspension and Measurement of Graphene and
Bi2Se3 Atomic Membranes
Introduction
In this chapter I will describe a multi-level lithography technique to suspend
graphene flakes without acid etching. This is the method first proposed by Jairo
Velasco Jr. Jairo and I together developed a working recipe for this method.
Coupling high quality, suspended atomic membranes to specialized electrodes
enables investigation of many novel phenomena, such as spin or Cooper pair transport
in these two dimensional systems. However, many electrode materials are not stable
in acids that are used to dissolve underlying substrates. Here we present a versatile
and powerful multi-level lithographical technique to suspend atomic membranes,
which can be applied to the vast majority of substrate, membrane and electrode
materials. Using this technique, we fabricated suspended graphene devices with Al
electrodes and mobility of 5500 cm2/Vs. We also demonstrate fabrication and
measurement of a free-standing thin Bi2Se3 membrane, which has low contact
resistance to electrodes and a mobility of >~500 cm2/Vs.
Recently, atomic membranes (AM) that are extracted from layered materials have
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become popular platforms for investigation of novel physical phenomena1. Some of
the most studied materials are thin sheets of graphite2, Bi2Se3 and Bi2Te3, which
provide platforms for investigating massless Dirac fermions3, 4 and topological
insulators5-7. Due to their two-dimensionality, they display a number of desirable
characteristics such as gate tunable charge density and/or type, enhanced Coulomb
interaction and coupling between local morphology and electronic properties8, 9. As
surface 2D electron systems, these membranes also enable optical and scanned probe
measurements that are not possible in traditional semiconductor heterostructure
devices.
Another significant advantage of these systems is that they can be easily coupled
to special electrodes, such as superconductors or ferromagnets, potentially enabling
experimental realization of some of the most fascinating predictions for these systems,
such as specular Andreev reflection10, Majorana fermions11, 12 and spin Hall effect.
Yet, interaction between AM and the substrate is known to be a significant
impediment for the observation of such phenomena, since the substrate can locally
dope the membranes, induce local corrugations and strains, and introduce scatterers
such as charged impurities and surface phonons. Thus far, removing the substrate has
proven to yield exceedingly high-quality devices13, 14, yielding novel phenomena such
as Wigner crystallization and Mott insulating states in carbon nanotubes15, 16 and
fractional quantum Hall effect in graphene17, 18.
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4.1 Drawbacks of existing methods
4.1.1 Drawbacks of acid etching method
To remove substrates, the most commonly adopted technique is acid etching,
which dissolves the oxide layer underneath the device. However, this technique
suffers from several drawbacks, including limitation of membrane and electrode
materials to those that are stable in acid, and substrate to those that are not. For
instance, superconducting and ferromagnetic materials cannot survive such a
procedure and many of the much sought-after topological insulator materials,
including Bi2Se3 and Bi2Te3, are also partially soluble in hydrofluoric acid that etches
SiO2.

4.1.2 Drawbacks of shadow mask method
In the previous chapter, I have introduced our lithography free technique to make
high quality graphene devices. However, we have encountered a number of
difficulties in applying this technique to fabricating suspended graphene devices with
superconducting electrodes, with the goal of observing supercurrent in high mobility
devices. This project requires devices with short channel length (<1  m). The main
drawback of the shadow mask technique is the limited feature size -- sizes and
window separations less than 1m are difficult to fabricate using this technique, due
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to the size limit of the shadow mask itself and the difficulty in accurately align
shadow mask to graphene on substrates.
Typically the smallest feature size that can be fabricated on the shadow mask is
about 1  m, limited by the two etching processes. In the first etching process, we use
wet etch to remove chromium protected by the e-beam resist. The etchant solution
seeps beneath the resist layer, making it difficult to control the exact shape of etched
electrodes. Thus the electrodes are usually not uniform, but have rugged, irregular
edges. For similar reasons, controllable etching of two windows separated by 1  m is
even more challenging. In the second etching process, we etch away silicon dioxide
by using inductively coupled plasma (ICP) etch. The difficulty lies in etching large
windows in 200  m-thick wafers with sub-micrometer separation. This requires
very anisotropic etching (>200:1 ratio) with vertical profiles, which is difficult to
achieve. Also, a successful shadow mask with two large openings for electrodes that
are separated by a sub-micrometer bridge is very fragile and cannot be used multiple
times. The last challenge is aligning the shadow mask to graphene samples with
micromanipulator with sub-micrometer accuracy. An additional consideration of the
shadow mask technique is the diffusion of metal during evaporation beyond the
windows in the shadow mask, due to the finite distance between the mask and the
substrate. Thus the separation between electrodes may be shorter than that is
designed.
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 1m

~ 3m

Graphene
small electrodes
large electrodes

Fig. 4.1. Schematics of two-step shadow mask evaporation on graphene flakes
(orange). The green and yellow areas represent evaporated metals through windows
on the shadow mask during the first and second evaporations, respectively. The
windows are separated by less than 1 m on the first shadow mask, and by less than
3 m on the second mask.

One possible way to circumvent these challenges is to use a two-step evaporation
with different shadow masks (Fig.4.1). The first evaporation uses the shadow mask
with openings outlined by the blue patterns, with a gap as small as 500 nm.
Fabrication of such masks with short and small openings has relatively high success
rate. The second evaporation uses that by the large yellow pattern (large electrodes
with bonding pads). Both evaporations require careful alignment, particularly during
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the second step, since any tiny movement of the shadow mask could shift the
electrodes by 1 m to cover the 500 nm gap and short the electrodes.

4.2 Fabrication of contactless top gates of graphene
This fabrication process is based on a method developed by us19 to suspend local
gates above graphene. The procedure, which consists of three electron beam
lithography (EBL) steps, utilizes different exposure, developing and lifting off
properties of different resists. Fig. 4.2 illustrates the entire procedure to create two
suspended electrodes that contact a freestanding membrane. In the first step, we
deposit and bake a layer of Lift-Off (LOR) resist onto a p-doped Si chip that is
covered with a 310 nm-thick SiO2 layer. AM sheets are directly exfoliated onto the
LOR layer, and can be identified using atomic force microscope or color interference
under an optical microscope (Fig. 4.2a). Subsequently, a bilayer of electron beam
resists, MMA/PMMA, are spun and baked onto the sample, followed by exposure of
alignment mark patterns and development in MIBK. These alignment marks are used
for locating and aligning electrode patterns to the AM in the subsequent steps. We
note that no metal deposition is necessary, as openings in the PMMA/MMA layer are
sufficiently visible in the scanning electron microscope (SEM) for alignment, thus
greatly simplifying the fabrication procedure.
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Fig. 4.2. Schematics of fabrication process. (a). AM is exfoliated onto LOR (yellow)
which rests on SiO2/Si substrate (purple). (b). Bilayer MMA/PMMA (light gray)
resists are deposited onto sample, and alignment cross marks are patterned by EBL.
A second EBL is performed to expose regions indicated by the red arrows. (c).
Developing in MIBK and MF319 removes both LOR and MMA/PMMA bilayer in
the exposed regions. The final EBL step is performed to expose regions indicated by
the red arrows. (d). Developing in MIBK removes only the MMA/PMMA resist
bilayer in the exposed regions. (e) Metal deposition is performed at +45°, -45°and
0°using Ti/Al (dark gray). Samples are then immersed in warm PG remover and
dried using a critical point dryer, leaving suspended electrodes that “hold” AM above
the substrate.
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In the next step, we use EBL to expose areas adjacent to the AM, and develop in
MIBK/isopropyl alcohol (IPA) solution that dissolves only the exposed regions of the
MMA/PMMA bilayer, but not LOR, so that two windows in the resist bilayer are
created on either side of the AM. The exposed LOR within the windows is removed
by developing in MF319, while the rest of the LOR layer remains intact (Fig. 4.2c).
The end result of this step are four windows on the LOR/MMA/PMMA resist, which,
after metalization, will form anchors on the substrate to connect to and support the
two suspended electrodes.
In the third and final step of fabrication, we fabricate two suspended electrodes to
contact the AM. To this end, we expose two long rectangular windows that lie directly
on top of the AM and connect to the openings created in step 2(Fig. 4.2d). The chip is
developed in MIBK/IPA to remove the exposed MMA/PMMA. We then perform
metal deposition at 3 different angles (+45°, -45°and 0°) to ensure good contact at the
sidewalls that attach the anchors to the suspended electrodes20. Finally, the samples
are immersed in warm PG remover to remove all resist layers, and dried using a
critical point dryer to prevent structural instability during the drying process. The end
result is a sheet of atomic membrane “held up” by two partially suspended electrodes.
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4.3 Device characterization of suspended AM devices
4.3.1 Device characterization of suspended graphene devices

This powerful fabrication technique is versatile and robust. By tuning lithography
parameters, we can produce free-standing electrodes that suspend layered materials
with varying widths, lengths and heights. Using graphene as an example of AM, we
fabricate a number of suspended devices with electrode separations ranging from 700
nm to 4 m (Fig. 4.3), with a total suspended length as long as 40 m (Fig. 4.3a inset).
The graphene sheets usually exhibit no discernible structural deformation, though
strain-induced ripples21 have been occasionally observed (Fig. 4.3d). In these
examples, graphene sheets are suspended at ~300 nm above the SiO2 substrate,
though this height can be easily adjusted from 50 nm to 3 m by selecting different
LOR solutions.
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(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Fig. 4.3. SEM images and transport data of suspended graphene devices. (a-d). SEM
images of suspended graphene sheets with different widths and lengths. Scale bars: 1
µm. Inset: a 40-m long graphene sheet suspended by several electrodes. (e-f).
Device conductance as a function of gate voltage for two different suspended
graphene devices. Red and black traces are for as-fabricated and current-annealed
devices, respectively.

This acid-free fabrication technique is capable of producing devices with both
long and short electrode separations. The latter geometry is particularly interesting for,
e.g. realization of a ballistic graphene-based Josephson junction. Such a system has
been predicted to exhibit several novel phenomena, such as specular andreev
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relection22, chargeless transfer of spins23 and thermopower24, but has yet to be
experimentally realized.
To demonstrate the viability of this fabrication procedure, we fabricate
freestanding graphene devices with Ti/Al electrodes, and measure their transport
characteristics using standard lock-in techniques at low temperature. In Fig. 4.3e-f we
plot the conductance G as a function of gate voltage Vg for two different devices
similar to the ones shown in Fig. 4.3c-d. Data displayed in Fig. 4.3e is obtained from
a device with a source-drain separation of 1.7 m, and graphene width 3.5 m. The
red trace shows the device‟s initial G(Vg) behavior immediately after fabrication. The
relatively large conductance indicates small contact resistance; however, the poor
response to gate and the absence of a Dirac point suggests that the device is highly
doped. Such behavior is not uncommon for as-fabricated suspended graphene devices.
After current annealing13, 14, 25 at ~1.2 mA for 10 minutes, the device‟s behavior is
significantly improved. As shown by the black trace, the Dirac point appears at Vg~0,
and the G(Vg) is symmetric with respect to the electron and hole branches. The device
mobility is estimated to be ~3000 cm2/Vs, which is reasonable and can be further
optimized. The reproducibility of the results is demonstrated by similar behavior from
a second device, with a mobility of 5500 cm2/Vs (Fig. 4.3f). We also note that up to
80V in Vg can be applied (or equivalently, up to 1.1x1012 cm-2 in induced charge
density) without collapsing graphene, which is significantly higher than that applied
to free-standing graphene devices fabricated via acid-release of SiO2 thus allowing
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access to regimes of high carrier density with rich many-body effects.

Fig. 4.4. SEM images and transport data of a suspended Bi2Se3 device. (a-b) Top and
angled view of a suspended Bi2Se3 device. Scale bar: 1 µm.

The images are

false-colored. (c). Current measured as a function of voltage bias at 300K (red) and
4K (blue).

4.3.2 Device characterization of suspended Bi2Se3 devices

As a further demonstration of the versatility of this procedure, we fabricate suspended
Bi2Se3 membranes, which is also a layered material. This topological insulator
material is predicted to host a vast plethora of fascinating physical phenomena7, 26.
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Experimentally, the most illuminating results to date arise from data obtained from
ARPES and STM measurements27-29, while transport measurements have been
limited30, 31. Here we demonstrate fabrication and measurement of suspended Bi2Se3
membranes, which have not been reported previously. The bulk samples are
synthesized via Ca doping of single crystal Bi2Se3 crystals32. Fig. 4.4a-b display SEM
images of a completed Bi2Se3 device, which is ~65 nm thick. The current-voltage (I-V)
characteristics of this device at 300K and 4K are both linear, with a resistance of 142
and 117 , respectively (Fig. 4.4c). The linear I-V curves, in addition to the relatively
small resistance that decreases with temperature, indicate low contact resistance and
metallic conduction. Additionally, we also observed a small gate dependence:
application of Vg=5V induces ~10 S change in conductance, suggesting that, while
much of the current is transported through the bulk, there is considerable surface
conduction. Assuming all conduction is through the surface, the field effect mobility
is estimated to be ~500 cm2/Vs. We note that this is the lower-bound value for the
surface mobility, which could be much higher if bulk conduction is taken into
account33. In the future, we expect that device can be further optimized via
improvement in material quality and reduction in membrane thickness.

4.4 Conclusion
In conclusion, we have developed a gentle and versatile multilevel lithography
process to fabricate free-standing atomic membranes that are extracted from layered
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materials. Using this technique, we successfully suspended and performed
measurements on atomically thin graphite and Bi2Se3 films that were coupled to Ti/Al
electrodes. This technique provides a viable path towards the investigation of
superconductivity and spintronics in high mobility graphene and Bi2Se3 samples, as
well as in other layered materials.
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Chapter 5
Magnetoconductance Oscillations in High-Mobility
Suspended Bilayer and Trilayer Graphene

Introduction
In this chapter, we report pronounced magnetoconductance oscillations observed
on suspended bilayer and trilayer graphene devices with mobilities up to 270,000
cm2/Vs. The fabrication technique here is shadow mask method, as introduced in
chapter 3. For bilayer devices, we observe

conductance minima at all integer filling

factors  between 0 and -8, as well as a small plateau at =1/3. For trilayer devices,
we observe features at =-1, -2, -3 and -4, and at ~0.5 that persist to 4.5K at B=8T.
All features persist for all accessible values of Vg and B, and could suggest the onset
of symmetry breaking of the first few Landau levels and fractional quantum Hall
states.

The fractional quantum Hall effect (QHE), in which the electronic excitations
consist of fractionally charge quasiparticles, is an archetypal manifestation of strong
electronic interactions in a two-dimensional system. Graphene, with its anomalous
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“half-integer” QHE, has emerged as a new platform for physics in low dimensions
and with special symmetry groups such as SU(4)1, 2. Spin- and valley-resolved
integer3, 4 and fractional QH (FQHE) 5, 6 have been observed in single layer graphene
(SLG). Very recently, bilayer graphene (BLG) and trilayer graphene (TLG) have also
attracted significant attention, as their charge carriers are massive Dirac fermions
with many predicted novel phenomena, such as tunable band gap7, tunable excitons8
with possibility of Bose-Einstein condensation9, and unusual flavor symmetry10.
Integer QHE that are orbital-, spin- and valley-resolved have been observed in
suspended11 and substrate-supported12 BLG devices. However, even though the
eight-fold degeneracies at zero energy are completely lifted at relatively low
magnetic field B=3T, no FQHE was observed up to 12T11. For TLG devices, which
have much lower mobility, even four-fold degenerate QHE has not been observed.
Now in this chapter, I present low temperature transport measurements of
magnetoconductance (MC) on suspended BLG and TLG devices with mobilities up
to 270,000 cm2/Vs. Shubnikov de Haas (SdH) oscillations appear at B as low as 0.2
T. The devices‟ MC exhibit pronounced dips at integer values of filling factor  that
are constant with n/B, where n is the induced charge density. For BLG devices, such
dips for 0 ≥ ≥ -8 are clearly resolved at B<3T, with the same order of resolution as
the QH plateaus in previous reports11, 12. Thus, we identify these dips as signatures of
degeneracy-lifted QH states, and attribute the lack of conductance quantization to the
two-terminal geometry and the presence of strains and/or ripples13 that may induce
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local gauge fields14-16. At high magnetic fields up to 31T, we observe a plateau-like
feature at =1/3 that scales appropriately with n and B and disappears at 2-5K, which
could suggest the onset of a FQH state in bilayer devices.
For TLG devices, we observe similar MC dips at integer values of , for 0 ≥ ≥
-4, and a feature at filling factor =0.5±0.07 that persists up to 5K, which may
correspond to the  =1/2 or 2/5 FQH state. The different temperature dependence of
these features at fractional filling factors in bilayer and trilayer devices may reflect
the different energy gaps and electronic interaction strengths of these atomic
membranes.

5.1 Device fabrication and characterization

The graphene devices are fabricated by exfoliating bulk graphite over
pre-defined trenches on degenerately doped Si/SiO2 substrates. BLG and TLG sheets
are identified by color contrast in an optical microscope and/or Raman spectroscopy.
The trenches are 250±50 nm deep, and 2-5 μm wide. Ti/Au Electrodes are fabricated
by shadow mask evaporation17, yielding devices with typical areas ~10-100 m2 (Fig.
5.1 inset). Since the graphene sheets do not undergo any chemical processing, they
are exceedingly clean17.
The devices are measured at low temperatures using standard lock-in
techniques. The blue curves of Fig. 5.1 display the two terminal conductance G vs.
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gate voltage Vg, for as-fabricated BLG (left panel) and TLG (right panel) devices at
4.2 K; their Drude mobilities

D

= s / ne are typically ~10,000-30,000 cm2/Vs,

where  is the two terminal device conductivity and e is the electron charge. After
current annealing18, which is performed at a current density of ~ 0.1 – 0.2
mA/m/layer, the G(Vg) characteristics displays much sharper Dirac points that are
closer to zero (red curves, Fig. 5.1). For a typical post-annealed BLG device, D
ranges from 100,000 to 274,000 cm2/Vs at n~1010 cm2, while their field effect
mobility

FE

= 1e dsdn ranges from 28,000 to 200,000. FE and D for TLG are ~50,000

and 200,000 cm2/Vs, respectively. These values are exceedingly high, especially
considering that the mobility of a BLG device is typically an order of magnitude
lower than that of SLG19, and that of a TLG device is less than 1,00020. Thus, both
the mobility values and the device areas of our devices are significantly larger than
those previously reported11, 12.
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 5.1. G(Vg) for (a) BLG and (b) TLG devices at T=4.2K. The blue and red curves
are taken before and after current annealing, respectively. Inset: SEM image of a
suspended graphene device.

5.2 Quantum Hall Effect in Bilayer device
5.2.1 QH features in Bilayer device

At sufficiently high magnetic fields, the LL energies of BLG are
ENBL

21,22

, where m*~0.04me is the effective mass of its charge

carriers and me is electron‟s rest mass. When the Fermi level is between the LLs, the
device‟s Hall conductance is expected to be quantized at

BL
xy

= 4N

e2
, where N=...
h

-3, -2, -1, 1, 2, 3... is an integer denoting the LL index and h Planck‟s constant. The
N=1 and N=0 LLs are doubly degenerate, resulting in an eight-fold degeneracy at
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zero energy.
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Fig. 5.2. Data from a bilayer device BL1 at 300mK. (a). G vs. 1/B at Vg=3, 4, 5, 6,7,
7.5, 8, 8.5, 9 and 9.8V (bottom to top). The traces are offset for clarity. (b). BF vs. Vg.
The straight line is a linear fit to the data points. (c). G(Vg) at B=3, 2 and 1.5T (bottom
to top). For clarity, the upper two curves are offset by 7 and 15 e2/h, respectively. The
numbers indicate the || values that correspond to the local conductance minima. (d).
G (upper) and dG/dVg (lower panel) vs B and Vg. The dotted lines correspond to
features with integer between =0 and -8.
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We now examine the conductance of a bilayer device BL1 in finite B at
T=300mK (similar data were observed on 2 other samples). As shown by Fig. 5.2a,
which plots G vs. 1/B at 10 different gate voltages, G displays pronounced SdH
oscillations, which are discernible at B as low as 0.2 T. The exceedingly high
mobility of the devices, together with the low field at which SdH oscillations
become visible, underscore the high quality of our devices. Yet, the device
conductance is not properly quantized, even at the highest attainable magnetic field.
This absence of quantization is not fully understood, but could be attributed to 3
factors. Firstly, the devices‟ two-terminal geometry leads to conductance comprising
of both longitudinal and transverse contributions23. The non-square geometry of the
device then gives rise to non-monotonous dependence of G on n, and, for sufficiently
broadened LLs, non-quantized conductance. Another possible reason is the presence
of strain and/or ripples in our devices13, which are up to 5 m long and rests on the
rigid banks of the trenches. Their deflection under applied Vg, which scales with the
4/3 power of the length, could produce significant strain close to their rigid
boundaries, which in turn result in gauge fields24 that partially destroy the
conductance quantization14,25. A third possible factor is the small substrate-supported
area of the device (typically <10% of the total device area), which presumably has
lower mobility and may not exhibit QHE at low B, thus destroying the overall
conductance quantization.
Despite the lack of conductance quantization, it is possible to extract
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information on QH states from the data. For this device that is short and wide, filling
factors 

of the conductance minima can be used to identify QH features 23. To this

end, we note that BF = nh/4e =(Vg)h/4e, where 1/ BF is the period of the SdH
oscillations, and =n/Vg is the coupling efficiency of the back gate (here Vg is
measured from the Dirac point). Plotting the measured values of BF vs. Vg indeed
yields a straight line, with a best-fitted slope of a=0.26 T/V (Fig. 5.2b). This
indicates =a(4e/h)≈2.5 x 1010 cm-2 V-1, in agreement with that independently
estimated from the device geometry. We can thus unequivocally determine the filling
factor corresponding to any given data point,

nh/Be=4a(Vg/B)1.05(Vg/B)

(5.1)

To examine the data more closely, we plot several G(Vg) traces at different
values of B (Fig. 5.2c). The conductance exhibits pronounced oscillations, with the
minima occurring at Vg that correspond to integer  , as calculated using Eq. (5.1).
The filling factor of each minimum is labeled. For instance, clear conductance
minima for -4≤ ≤ 0 are visible at B=2T, and resolved successively in the order =-4,
0, -2, -3, -1. This is reminiscent of the data reported in ref. 11 and 12, in which the

=0 QH plateau appears at the lowest field, followed by the plateaus =2, 3 and 1.
Hence, the observation of conductance minima at integer filling factors, and their
resolution in the same order as in previous reports, suggest that these minima arise
from integer QH effect in BLG, with the orbital, spin and valley degeneracies lifted.
Despite these suggestive observations, we caution that QH features cannot be
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inferred from a single G(Vg) curve, as features coincide with apparent integer filling
factors may arise from inadvertent formation of pn junctions26-29, where  of the
differently doped regions are not precisely known, or from localization-induced
fluctuations29,30. However, as we can unambiguously determine  for each feature,
such ambiguity can be removed by plotting G vs. both Vg and B, since a QH plateau
with a given  will have a slope e/h in the Vg-B plane regardless of its actual
conductance value29. In the absence of LL splitting, we expect to observe plateaus
only with slopes of ±4, ±8, etc for BLG31.
To verify this, we plot the evolution of G in units of e2/h (upper panel) and
dG/dVg (lower panel) as functions of B and Vg (Fig. 5.2d). The bands of colors that
radiate from Vg~ 0.3V, which is inferred to be the Dirac point, mark the onset of SdH
oscillations. The MC can be seen more clearly by differentiating G with respect to Vg,
where the blue (red) regions indicate negative (positive) values of dG/dVg; the local
conductance minima appear as white regions in the Vg-B plane, as outlined by the
dotted lines. Strikingly, from their slopes in the Vg-B plane and Eq. (1), the filling
factors of these minima are identified to span all integers between 0 and -8 when the
device is hole-doped (albeit the =-5 and -6 minima are just barely distinguishable);
for the electron doped regime, because of the limited Vg range, only minima with

=2 and 4 are identified. Such persistence of these conductance dips at integer values
of which are observed for all accessible values of Vg and B, provides very strong
evidence that they indeed arise from orbital-, spin- and valley-resolved QH states.
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We note that this is the first report of possible symmetry breaking for the N=2
LL, which is expected to exhibit interaction effects. For instance, we observe that the

 =7 state is resolved before the  =5, 6 states, suggesting a larger energy gap for the
former. This is quite surprising, since the even integer states are expected to be
resolved first. Further investigation would be necessary to provide further insight
into these symmetry-broken higher LL states in BLG devices.

5.2.2 Bilayer device at higher fields

We now focus on the BLG device behavior in higher fields 4<B<31T. To avoid
collapsing of the atomic membranes, we restrict the applied |Vg| to <10V; thus, for
B>10T only QH state with | <1 are experimentally accessible. In the G(Vg, B) plot
(Fig. 5.3a), a white/pink feature with a shallow slope is discernible. Its slope in the
Vg-B plane is Vg/B~0.32, yielding  ≈0.33. This feature can be seen more clearly by
taking discrete line traces at different B values (Fig. 5.3b) – it appears as a broadened
peak for B<15T, but develops into a small plateau with increasing B. Fig. 5.3c
replots these traces as G(, where  is calculated using Eq. (5.1) with the small
offset in Dirac point taken into account. As expected, for B>15T, the traces nearly
collapse into one, with the small plateau located at  =0.33.
Taken together, this provides strong evidence that we have observed the
fractional =1/3 QHE state in BLG. In previous works on SLG, the =1/3 fractional
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state is surprisingly robust and persists up to 20K at B=12T, with a large, Coulomb
SL
1/ 3

interaction-induced energy gap

~ 10 K·√B6,

32

. In contrast, there is little

theoretical effort on fractional QHE in BLG33. Taking the features in our data as an
evidence for the 1/3 FQH state in bilayer, we can obtain an order-of-magnitude
estimate for

BL
1/ 3

by measuring G(Vg) at several different temperatures T (Fig. 5.3d).

At B=20T, the small 1/3 plateau persists at T=1.3K, but disappears completely at
T=5.5K, yielding an estimated

BL
1/ 3

~ 0.4 K·√B, which is much smaller than that of

SLG. The increase in the overall conductance with T also suggests the presence of
significant thermally activated conduction through the bulk of the device.

=1/3

(d)

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 5.3. High field data for BL1. (a). G (Vg, B) at 300 mK. (b-c). Line traces from (a)
at B=15T, 17.5T, 20T, 23T and 28.5T (right to left in (b)), plotting against Vg and ,
respectively. (d). G(Vg) at B=20T and different T. The traces are not offset.
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5.3 Trilayer Graphene

Finally, we turn our attention to TLG, which are assumed to be Bernal-stacked,
as they are obtained by the same exfoliation technique as BLG. Tight binding
calculations predict that the energy spectrum of a Bernal-stacked TLG is a
superposition of those of single layer and bilayer graphene34,35. Similar to BLG, we
expect that such degeneracies can be broken by B or electronic interactions.
However, no QH effect of any type has been observed in TLG to date.
Our experimental measurements on a trilayer device with FED ~50,000
cm2/Vs at 260mK reveal pronounced MC oscillations. Using the slopes of the
conductance features in the Vg-B plane, we identify QH features at =0, 11±1, -4, -2,
-3 and -1, which are resolved in the order listed. We note that, albeit without proper
quantization, these features‟ conductances are within ~30% of the expected values.
Fig. 5.4a displays G(Vg, B) for 2B8T for such a device TL1. At Dirac point
Vg~0.6V, G<5nS, suggesting the presence of an insulating state at  =0. Line traces
G(Vg) at different B values are shown in Fig. 5.4b,d. By plotting the same data as
G(), these traces collapse into a single curve (Fig. 5.4c,e), with plateaus or
shoulders at integer  In particular, Fig. 5.4e exhibit two identifiable features: “A”
that appears at  =-1.00.03, and “B” at  =0.500.07. Both features are relatively
robust in temperature and persist up to 4.5K (Fig. 5.4f).
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Feature “B” is particularly intriguing, since it may correspond to the  =1/2
or 2/5 state. A similar feature in SLG has been observed35, yet its origin is still under
debate, since the=1/2 feature in Rxx in traditional GaAs devices arises from a Fermi
liquid state, not FQHE36. However, we note that a =1/2 FQH state is observed in
bilayer GaAs devices37,38; thus, though not conclusive, feature “B” may in fact
indicate a FQH state in TLG with a relatively large energy gap. The absence of the 
=1/3 state may be attributed to the presence of the =0 insulating state, which, if
sufficiently wide, is shown to mask signatures of FQH states in suspended single
layer devices6.

(a)

(b)

(e)

(d)

(c)

(f)

A
B

Fig. 5.4. Data from a trilayer device TL1. (a). G (Vg, B) at 260mK. (b-c). G(Vg) and
G() at B=2.2, 2.5, 3.0, 3.5, 3.8T. (d-e). G(Vg) and G() at B=4, 5, 6,7 and 8T. (f).
G(Vg) at B=8T and T=4.5, 2.7, 1.9, 1.6, 1.3, 1.0, 0.7, 0.4 and 0.26 K(top to bottom).
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The traces are offset for clarity.

5.4 Conclusion

In summary, in suspended BLG and TLG devices with ultra-high mobilities,
we observe a number of features at integer and fractional filling factors. These
features persist for all accessible values of n and B, and suggest the onset of
symmetry breaking and/or FQH states in these devices; in the following study,
additional device improvement should enable the observation of fully developed
integer and fractional QH states. Actually, our group studied the ground states of
bilayer and trilayer graphene. We are continuing these electronic transport study in
the ongoing projects to better understand fractional QH states.
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Chapter 6
Quantum Hall Effect in Heterojunction Graphene
Devices

Introduction
In this chapter, I will describe fabrication and measurements of heterogeneous
graphene devices, which are composed of regions with different numbers of layers in
serial or parallel. These types of devices can be readily obtained from mechanical
exfoliation1. We are motivated by the interesting physics underlying the junctions.
Take single layer and bilayer hetero-junction as an example, electrons behave as
massless Dirac fermion in single layer graphene2, while the carrier is massive in
bilayer3- 8 with different chirality. How do these two different types of carriers
equilibrate at the interface? How will electron-electron interaction be modified?
Moreover, the band structure of the bilayer in this hetero-junction can be locally tuned
by a top gate, and there has been very little theoretical work on transport across the
hetero-junction of a single layer and a gaped bilayer by applying vertical electrical
field.
In the quantum Hall regime, SLG, BLG and TLG each have unique signatures.
The unique quantum Hall effect in SLG has been observed with four-fold spin and
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valley degeneracy in the Landau levels spectrum. Unlike the conventional quantum
Hall effect, as in 2DEGS (two-dimensional electron gas), SLG has its relativistic
characteristic, with massless Dirac Fermion of Berry‟s phase 9-11. With an
additional layer added to SLG, BLG has massive charge carrier with Berry‟s phase
212. The Landau quantization of its fermions leads to standard integer plateaus in
Hall conductivity, with zero-level plateau missing. On the other hand, ABA- stacked
TLG can be viewed as a combination of SLG and BLG13-21. It is thus our goal to
investigate the interactions between graphene pieces, how the electron-electron
interation behaves and how the boundary affect the quantum Hall states in the
heterojunction.

6.1 Fabrication of hetero-junction cross graphene devices
Graphene is first exfoliated on degenerately doped SiO2/Si substrates using basic
scotch tape method. The hetero-junction cross devices, such as single-bilayer cross
graphene (SBC), bilayer-trilayer cross graphene (BTC), trilayer-tetralayer cross
graphene (TTC) sheets are identified by color contrast in an optical microscope and/or
Raman spectroscopy. In Fig. 6.1a, a piece of graphene obtained by direct scotch tape
method, consists of several different numbers of layers graphene, including SLG,
BLG, TLG and tetralayer graphene. The boundary between different layers is
discernible by naked eyes directly under optical microscope as outlined by the red
lines in Fig.6.1a. With the help of a computer software, trained eyes can distinguish
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the number of layers, which is often also confirmed by Raman spectroscopy.
After graphene hetero-junctions are found, standard E-beam lithography
technique is employed to fabricate graphene devices. For single gated devices, Cr/Au
(10nm/100nm) electrodes are deposited by E-beam evaporator. Details of fabrication
of top-gated devices are discussed in chapter 4. Buffered oxide etch (BOE), which
solution comprises a 6:1 volume ratio of 40% ammonium fluoride (NH4F) in water to
49% hydrofluoric acid (HF) in water, is then used to etch away 150nm SiO2 substrate,
with etching rate ~100nm/min for 90 seconds. Scanning electron microscopy images
are taken after transport measurements (Fig. 6.1b). Current annealing is performed to
remove residues on graphene devices to achieve high mobility in despite of the
multiple lithographic processes.
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Fig. 6.1. (a). Optical microscope image of a long piece of graphene, with bilayer,
single layer, bilayer, trilayer sections and boundaries (from left to right). (b). SEM
image of a suspended cross graphene device. (c). G (Vbg) for the hetero-junction cross
device at T=260mK. The red and blue curves are taken before and after current
annealing, respectively.
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Using standard lock-in techniques, the two-terminal conductance G of the cross
device is measured as a function of the back gate voltage, Vbg, which controls the
density n and type of the charge carriers as shown in Fig. 6.1c. Cooled down in He3
cryostat, the device is measured at base temperature 260mK. The red and blue traces
correspond to the G (Vbg) characteristics of as-fabricated and current-annealed BTC
devices, respectively. The Dirac Point of as-fabricated device is large and positive,
which means graphene is highly hole-doped. Gentle current annealing is performed.
During annealing, conductance at charge neutrality point (CNP) decreases slightly,
and the Dirac point moves closer to zero back gate voltage, which is likely due to
removal of lithography residue.

6.2 Quantum Hall phenomena of single-gated cross graphene devices
Now magnetic field B is turned on to characterize the device further in quantum
Hall (QH) regime. This device here consists of four electrodes, with a single layer pair
and a bilayer pair that sandwich a SBC heterojunction.
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Fig. 6.2. Data from a SBC device CR2 at 260mK. (a). G vs B and Vbg. in SLG pair in
unit of e2/h. Integer features for =2 and -2 are resolved. (b). G vs. Vbg at B =0.8, 1, 4
and 6T (top to bottom). The line traces are taken from (a). (Comment: b and d have
overlaps. Also, the vertical axis should be from 1 or 2 to 16, if you want to show that
the nu=2 plateau is resolved.) (c). G (B, Vbg) in SBC pair. Same color scale as (a). (d).
G(Vbg) at B=0.8, 1, 2.5, 7 and 8T (top to bottom).

We first focus on the QH states with single back gate. Fig. 6.2 plots conductance
G as a function of perpendicular magnetic field B (horizontal axis) and back gate
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voltage Vbg (vertical axis). In Fig 6.2a, filling factors=-2 and 2 are resolved in SLG,
which confirms the single layer unique property. This can be determined from the
following relation, Eq. 6.1.

nh/Be=(Vbg/B)

(6.1)

where h is Plank‟s constant, =n/Vbg is the coupling efficiency of the back gate (here
Vbg is measured from the Dirac point). Thus from the data, the slope in the plane of
Landau fan diagram could determine the filling factors. Similar =-2 and 2 plateaus
are also observed in data from the SBC pair (Fig. 6.2b), but other QH features are not
clearly resolved (Fig. 6.2c). As observed experimentally, the features observed in
SBC strongly resembles the quantum Hall states in SLG with one exception in
conductance values. The exception of similarity is that at the same field the exact
conductance value in SBC are smaller than in SLG. The conductances for SLG and
SBC at high field regime are different (Fig. 6.2d), as conductance is lower than SLG.
This could be related to the bilayer part in SBC, as bilayer quickly becomes insulating
at high field. The exact mechanism is not fully understood yet. There is no obvious
difference between bilayer layer pair and cross pair besides this aspect. More data
with higher quality devices are required for further study.

6.3 Quantum Hall effects of dual-gated hetero-junction cross graphene devices
The heterojunctions discussed in the previous section only have back gats. We
now study devices with the suspended top gate covering part of the heterojunction; in
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the dual-gated portion of the device, both carrier density and electrical field can be
tuned at the same time. Specifically, for single-bilayer cross graphene with a local top
gate covering the bilayer part only, the electrical field can induce a gap in bilayer part
but do not, to the first order approximation, change the band structure of single layer
graphene. This will enable investigation of transport between massless and massive
Dirac fermions that either are gapped or gapless, which have not been studied.
I have successfully fabricated several dual-gated devices, and one (CR98) has
been measured in He3 cryostat. This device consists of a trilayer-tetralayer
heterojunction with a top gate covering the trilayer portion. We found that the
saturation current during annealing is between those for trilayer and tetralayer devices,
and the overall current-voltage characteristics during annealing resembles that for
trilayer, due to the absence of the hook-like feature in tetralayer devices (see
discussion in the next chapter).
To confirm there is no such saturation current in this trilayer-tetralayer cross
(TTC) device as in tetralayer, an aggressive current annealing is performed after all
transport measurements. The current is observed to continuously increase rather than
saturate and drop as in tetralayer, before a sudden break of graphene.
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Fig. 6.3. Here Vtg is the top gate voltage measured from Dirac Point. (a). G(Vbg, B) of
a TTC device in unit of e2/h. (b). G(Vbg) line traces taken from (a) at B= 1, 3, 5T. (c).
G(Vbg, Vtg) at B=6T in unit of e2/h. (d). G(Vbg) taken from (c) at Vtg =0(red), -5V
(orange) and 5V (blue), respectively.

For this TTC device, magnetic fields are applied to study the QH effects (with the
top gate disconnected). In Fig. 6.3a, in the Landau fan diagram, =-2, 2, 6 plateaus are
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observed. The =-2 plateau is particularly robust, and is a signature of ABA-stacked
TLG.
Another signature of TLG, the suppression of the insulating state at =0 by E is
observed here at high field B=6T. In this device, the local top gate is directly above
the trilayer portion only. The top gate voltage Vtg is applied at the same time tuning
back gate voltage as shown in Fig. 6.3b. Along the vertical direction of this map,
retaining the same carrier density, conductance forms colored bands =-2, 2 that
appear to cross at =0. That is , at =0, conductance increases with increasing vertical
electrical field as observed in ABA-stacked TLG 22.
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Fig. 6.4. G(n, E) data on the same TTC device in CR98 in unit of e2/h. (a). G(n, E)
at B=0.5T. (b). G(n) along the horizontal lines in (a) at E =0 (red), -9mV/nm (green
dotted line) and +8 mV/nm (blue dashed line), respectively. (c). G(n, E) at B=6T. (d).
G(n) at E =0 at B=0.5 (black) and 6T (blue), respectively.

To further investigate the electrical field effect with magnetic field, we plot G
(color scale) as a function of Vbg (vertical axis) and Vtg (horizontal axis) at both low
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and high fields, B=0.5, and 6T, respectively, which is converted to G(n, E) by Eq.6.2,
as shown in Fig. 6.4a and Fig. 6.4c.

n= (Vbg -VD，bg )+ (Vtg -VD，tg )
E   (Vbg -VD，bg )- (Vtg -VD，tg )

(6.2)

where Vbg is the back gate voltage, VD, bg means the back gate Dirac Point voltage.
Vtg is the top gate voltage, VD, tg means the top gate Dirac Point voltage, E is the
vertical electrical field, and n is the carrier density. The vertical color bands
correspond the conductance plateaus at different filling factors. Again the data
resemble those of a uniform trilayer device. At E=0, G(n) traces at B=0.8 and 3T in
Fig. 6.4d suggest the insulating state increases with magnetic field.
We focus on one feature of conductance in the presence of Eand B which is
different from TLG. The G(n) traces at finite Eare asymmetric with respect to
electrons and holes, and this asymmetry does not depend on the polarity E as our
previous ABA stacked TLG. We cannot rule out the effect of tetralayer portion of
graphene. The explanation of this phenomenon may be related to electron-electron
interaction or boundary effect in heterojunction. Further experimental investigation
will be necessary to fully elucidate the difference between TLG and the
heterojunction device.
In Fig. 6.4d, another peculiar feature is that the local conductance maximum in
G(E) at n =0. Along this perpendicular line in G(n, E), the conductance bumps up
~2% in the middle of this insulating gap at n =0 at B =6T, then increases normally
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with increasing E We will acquire high quality devices for further investigation.

6.4 Conclusion

To summarize our experimental findings, heterojunction trends to behave like the
thinner layer graphene in QH regime. We still need to gather more data on this. In the
case of trilayer and tetralayer heterojunction, more experimental studies of tetralayer
devices would provide greater insight into the behavior of heterojunctions.
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Chapter 7
Apparent Transition between Nematic State and
Insulating State in Charge Neutral Bilayer Graphene

Introduction
In this chapter, we continue the transport study on heterogeneous graphene
devices in a different aspect from the previous chapter. Specifically, in one BTC
device (CR27), in which the trilayer portion of the device is believed to only serve as
a contact that does not actively participate in transport, we observe an apparent
transition from the nematic state to a gapped state with current annealing.
BLG has attracted lots of attention because it provides a unique platform for
many-body physics, but its ground state at Dirac Point remains an open question1-25.
In the single particle picture, the band structure of bilayer graphene resembles that of
a gapless semiconductor, with parabolic valence and conduction bands touching at
Dirac points. However, BLG is expected to be unstable to broken-symmetry states
due to electron-electron interactions. Many types of ground states have been proposed
by theorists, including gapped anomalous Hall states, and layer antiferromagnetic
states, and gapless nematic states26-33.
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Table 7.1 Attributes of possible ordered states in BLG at CNP.34

Where, n is the carrier density, e is electron charge, h is Plank‟s constant. These
possible states include: quantum anomalous Hall state (QAH), layer antiferromagnetic
state (LAF), a quantum spin Hall state (QSH) and charge layer polarized state (QVH)
26-33

.

The first experimental report22 suggested an ordered state in BLG, since the
minimum conductivity was a non-monotonic function of out-of-plane electrical field,
though the presence of a spontaneous gap is not conclusive. This particular
experimental result is consistent with the first 4 states listed on the table.
Subsequently, the Manchester group observed evidence for evidence for the gapless
nematic states in single-gated devices25, which have minimum conductivity as high as
~20e2/πh, whereas several groups, including our group, observed a gapped insulating
state at the charge neutrality point in singly- and dual- gated devices34, 35 which is
most likely the layer antiferromagnetic state. To date the exact nature of the
symmetry-broken phase is still under debate36, 37, and our findings shed a light upon
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this controversy.

7.1 Fabrication and characterization of hetero-junction cross graphene devices
The samples using here are the same as previous chapter 6. Current annealing is
preformed twice on this device. Electrical measurements are performed after each
annealing to characterize its transport properties.
To characterize the device mobility, G (Vbg) curve is used to calculate the field
effect mobility  FE  1e ddn where G is the conductance of graphene, Vbg is the back
gate voltage,  is the two terminal conductivity.

7.2 Nematic state in BTC devices
7.2.1 QH states in BTC
The nematic state, which results from spectrum reconstruction of electrons in
bilayer graphene, has the following experimental signatures: (1). the predicted
minimum conductivity 24e2/πh; (2). magneto-conductance changes
non-monotonically at relatively small magnetic fields (B<1T) and (3). Integer QH
plateaus at filling factors 4 develop first, followed by the 0 plateau.
After the first round of current annealing, the field effect mobility of the device is
not particularly high (~6,000 cm2/Vs), but the SdH oscillations develop at very low
magnetic field, indicates a much larger quantum mobility.
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In magnetic fields, the Landau Fan diagram is plotted as shown in Fig. 7.1a. The
QH features appear as lines or bands that diverge from the Dirac point, and the filling
factor of a given QH feature is easily determined from the slope in the Vbg-B plane, as
shown in Eq. 7.1.

nh/Be=(Vbg/B)

(7.1)

where, =n/Vbg is the coupling efficiency of the back gate (here Vbg is measured from
the Dirac point).
To identify the QH features more clearly, we enhance the contrast by
differentiating G with respect to Vbg. The resultant data are shown in Fig. 7.1b, where
the blue (red) regions indicate negative (positive) values of dG/dVbg. Thus, the integer
QH features, which correspond to local conductance minima, appear as white regions
with slope ~ in the Vbg-B plane. An important observation is that =4 are resolved
first at very small magnetic field (B~0.1T), while the =0 is not discernible until
B=0.5T. Moreover, taking line trace at Dirac Point from this fan diagram, we obtain
conductance as a function of magnetic field. The magneto conductance is
non-monotonic, as G(B) display a small increase at 0.05T in Fig.7.1d.
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Fig. 7.1. Data from a bilayer-trilayer cross device at 260mK. (a). G vs B and Vbg. (b).
same data set as (a) plotting dG/dVbg. Filling factor =+/-4 are resolved firsted, then

=0 is resolved. (c). G(Vbg) Line traces from (a) at B=0, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6 and 0.7T (top to
bottom). (d). G vs. B at Dirac Point.

These data strongly resemble the nematic state with spectrum reconstruction in
bilayer driven by electron-electron interaction. All 3 signatures of the nematic state
are observed, namely, (1). the minimum conductance is high, ~7e2/h at zero field at
260mK, consistent with the prior work25. (2). magneto-conductance changes
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non-monotonically at small magnetic fields (B<0.1T) and (3). Integer QH plateau at
filling factor 4 develops prior to the 0 plateau.
7.2.2 Spectroscopic study of BTC
Here we use the source-drain bias voltage Vbias as a spectroscopic tool to probe
the QH states. In Fig 7.2a, plotting the device‟s two-terminal differential conductance
G=dI/dV as a function of Vbias and Vbg yields a series of distinct diamond shaped
regions, which correspond to and evolve with quantum Hall plateaus. These diamonds
arise from charge transport across graphene when the electrochemical potential in the
edge states is aligned to or detuned from Landau levels in the bulk of the device, and
yield information on the bulk gap and edge channel transport37. These diamonds in
Fig. 7.2a correspond to the dips and peaks in the horizontal line trace G(Vbg) as shown
in Fig. 7.2b.
G consists of contributions from both the bulk and the edge channels, so G(Vbias)
line traces as shown in Fig. 7.2c and Fig. 7.2d could be explained by a simple modelas discussed below. When the zero-bias conductance is at the center of the QH plateau,
the BLG‟s Fermi level pinned between the highest filled and the next unfilled LLs
(Fig. 7.2e). Charges are carried by edge states, which are separated from the gapped
bulk by a gap on the order of LL gap. Hence electrons are injected into the edge states
and can tunnel into the bulk. Increasing bias raises the source‟s Fermi level, which
eventually aligns with the next unfilled LL (Fig. 7.2f) and allows additional charge
transport through the bulk, thereby leading to increased conductance. As a result, the
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device displays a conductance valley at Vbias =0 (Fig. 7.2c). Conversely, when G is
between the plateaus, the electrodes‟ Fermi level is aligned with the highest filled LL
(Fig. 7.2g), thus allowing transport through the extended states in the bulk. Increasing
bias detunes from the LL and disallows bulk transport at the Fermi level of the source
contact, yielding lower conductance at large Vbias, and thus an overall conductance
peak at Vbias =0 (Fig. 7.2d). This model assumes non-equilibration of charges between
the edge states and the bulk, which is reasonable considering the small dimension of
the samples (~1-1.4 µm).
Based on this simple model, we can spectroscopically resolve LL gaps by
examining the G(Vbias) curves at the center of a QH plateau. The conductance at
Vbias=0 yields the edge state contribution, whereas the full width of the conductance
valley yields 2Δ, where Δ is the gap between the filled and unfilled LLs. In Fig. 7.2h,
to determine Δ at =4, we take G(Vbias) traces at =±4 and measure half-widths of
the conductance valleys. The data points are taken at several different values of B
(blue circles in Fig. 7.2h ). It strongly resembles what was observed in previous
work25.
As we discuss in next section, the QH states change after second annealing,
including a larger gap size of Δ at =4 shown in Fig. 7.2h.
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Fig. 7.2. Model of transport across the device in the quantum Hall regime. (a). G vs
Vbg and Vbias at 0.75T. (b). Line trace from G (Vbias, Vbg) at Vbias=0V. (c). and (d). are
vertical line traces from (a), respectively. (c). Line trace G (Vbias) at Vbg =3V (from DP)
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for the=4 state at 0.75T (d). G (Vbias) at Vbg =2.7V (from DP) at 0.75T (e). At Vbias=0,
conductance is on a QH plateau. Fermi levels of the source (S) and drain (D)
electrodes are located between the highest occupied Landau level and an unoccupied
level. The bulk is gapped and transport occurs via edge states. (f). Similar to (e),
except that a bias Vbias is applied between S and D. (g). At Vbias =0, conductance is at
the transition between QH plateaus. Here Fermi levels of the electrodes are aligned
with the occupied Landau level. Transport occurs via the bulk. (h). Measured values
of gap size Δ for =4 as a function of B calculated from G (Vbias, Vbg) data, before
(blue) and after (red) 2nd current annealing.

7.3 Insulating state in BTC devices
After transport measurements as discussed above, we anneal the device again.
The device‟s field effect mobility improved dramatically to ~40,000 cm2/Vs at
260mK, and the minimum conductvity at charge neutrality point (CNP) decreases to
~4e2/h. Quite different from nematic state, =0 are developed first at relatively small
fields (B<1T), then we observe clear resolution of integer QH states with =4, 6, 8
(Fig. 7.3b). At higher magnetic field, the =0 state becomes completely insulating and
more plateaus are observed at filling factors =2, 3, 5, indicating lifting of spin and
valley degeneracies for Landau levels (LL).
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To compare with the nematic-like data before second annealing, spectroscopic
tool is employed again to measure the gap size at different magnetic fields. We find
that the measured gaps for ν=±4, -2 and -1 states are relatively larger than those
before second annealing, observed from G (Vbias, B).
Unfortunately we warmed up this BTC device before third annealing, so more
devices are required for further study. However, based on our past experience, we
expect that with further annealing, the device will have higher mobility and lower
minimum conductivity, and eventually become a gapped insulator.
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Fig. 7.3. Data taken on the same cross device after second annealing. (a). G(Vbg) on
the same bilayer-trilayer cross device after second annealing. The red curve is taken
before first annealing. The green and blue curves are taken before and after second
current annealing, respectively. (b). G(Vbg, B) at 260mK . (c). G(Vbg) Line traces from
(b) at B=0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8T (top to bottom).

7.4 Conclusion
In summary, after the first round current annealing, a BTC device exhibit features
that strongly resemble the nematic state: (1). the magneto-conductance increases
non-monotonically with magnetic field at the charge neutrality point, (2). its
minimum conductivity is ~7 e2/h similar as in previous experiment and theory, (3).
the state at = 4 develops before the = 0 state. All these features disappear after
second annealing, and the device start to display features that resemble a gapped state.
Our results suggest that both the nematic and the gapped layer antiferromagnetic state
could be present in bilayer graphene, and it may be possible to engineer the device so
that it transitions between the two states.
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Chapter 8
Quantum Hall Effect in Suspended Dual-gated
Tetralayer Graphene

Introduction
Graphene, a unique two dimensional system has provided an excellent platform
for many-body physics1, 2. Few layer graphene, including bilayer3- 8, trilayer9- 17 and
tetralayer3, has attracted significant attention due to their unique electronic transport
properties and quantum Hall (QH) phenomena. For n=3(n is the number of layer), the
band structure of ABA stacked trilayer can be treated as a combination of the linear
dispersion of single layer and the parabolic dispersion of bilayer graphene4. For n=4,
the band structure and density of states of ABAB stacked tetralayer graphene is
calculated in Chapter 2 using a tight binding model that takes only nearest inter-layer
and intra-layer neighbor hopping into account18-28. With magnetic field applied, its
Landau level spectrum consists of two bilayerlike branches. Conductance plateaus are
expected to appear at filling factors  =4m, where m =0, 1, 2… is an integer, due to
the valley and spin degeneracies. However, the QH effect in tetralayer graphene
remains experimentally unexplored.
In this chapter, we present low temperature transport measurements in ABAB
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stacked tetralayer graphene devices with dual gates. Schubnikov de Haas (SdH)
oscillations appear at perpendicular magnetic field B as low as 0.3T. All the integer
values of filling factor , for 4 ≥ ≥ 0, are clearly resolved. This is not predicted by
the simple tight binding theory and the first time that it is observed experimentally.
One highly unusual feature is that, near the charge neutrality point, G decreases to
zero with increasing B, then jumps to a „plateau‟ and decreases to zero again. This
“reentrant” insulating state could be caused by electron-electron interactions.
In Section 8.1, an efficient technique to search for tetralayer graphene is
described. Electrical transport studies are discussed in Section 8.2, 8.3 and 8.4. We
conclude the chapter in Section 8.5.

8.1 Tetralayer graphene device fabrication and characterization

Graphene sheets are mechanically exfoliated onto Si/SiO2 substrates, and the
number of layers is usually identified by color contrast under optical microscopes.
However, because of the small difference in color contrast between three, four and
five layers, tetralayer sheets are difficult to be identified by eye. This difficulty is
overcome by a computer-aided software, which is first developed by Hang ZHANG
and Jhaowun HUANG and modified by me with Matlab. The software reads the
red-green-blue (RGB) values of the graphene flake and the substrate and calculates
the color ratio, which is the difference in green channel values between graphene and
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the substrate, normalized by that of the substrate. Empirically, we find that the color
ratio is proportional to the number of layers, as shown in the Table 8.1, and also
confirmed by Raman spectroscopy. We find that most tetralayer samples have the
color ratio ~0.10 (though this ratio cannot be used to determine the stacking order).

Table 8.1 The color ratio of SLG, BLG, TLG and tetralayer graphene.
# of layer

1

2

3

4

Ratio

0~0.03

0.03~0.06

0.06~0.09

0.09~0.12

The program written in Matlab recognizes the boundaries of flakes quickly with a
more user friendly interface. It is also applied to cross graphene project to outline the
boundary in a cross device. The Matlab code could be found in the appendix.
A sample graphene image is shown in Fig. 8.1a. Usually a narrow ribbon less
than 1μm wide is preferred to reduce the saturation current during current annealing.
After a tetralayer graphene sheet is identified, standard EBL fabrication process is
carried out to fabricate devices with and without suspended top gates. The devices are
then suspended by HF etching technique (Fig. 8.1b).
As-fabricated suspended graphene devices require current annealing to reach high
mobility with better contact. The current annealing process is performed at base
temperature in our He3 cryostat. As shown in Fig. 8.1c, source-drain voltage bias is
ramped up at 30mV per second rate, while the current through the device is monitored.
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For a typical tetralayer graphene with ~1μm width, the annealing current saturates at
~1.7mA, which is in good agreement with single layer and bilayer annealing current,
that is 0.2~0.5mA/layer/m.
An interesting finding for tetralayer during the current annealing is that after the
saturation current is reached, the decrease by ~1% while the current voltage (I-V)
curve is reversible. This can be repeated many times without causing any measurable
effect in the device. This means that the device is annealed when the current decreases
by >1% from the saturation current. For example, in this device, after current reaches
1.77 mA, it drops to 1.75 mA. This feature is observed in every tetralayer graphene
device so far, thus appearing to be intrinsic in tetralayer graphene. After this current
decrease is observed, the current is quickly ramped down to zero. In Fig. 8.1d,
conductance as a function of back gate voltage G(Vbg) is measured before and after
annealing respectively. Clearly, after current annealing, Dirac Point is closer to zero
back gate voltage, and the slope in G(Vbg) curve is much deeper as shown in the red
curve, which confirms the higher quality.
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Fig. 8.1. (a). An optical image of a large graphene flake, with different numbers of
layers, including tetralayer. (b). SEM image of a tetralayer suspended graphene device.
(c). Current-voltage characteristic (IV) during annealing, with top gate floating and
Vbg=0, Inset: zoomed-in IV curve at saturation current. (d). G(Vbg) measurements at
T=4.2K. The blue and red curves are taken before and after current annealing,
respectively.

The field effect mobility as calculated from G(Vbg) data, ~8,000 cm2/Vs, is not as
high as that of single or bilayer graphene devices. This is expected, since current
annealing, who primarily removes impurities on the surface will become less effective
with increasing thickness, and screening by multiple layers will also reduce the effect
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of gate voltage. On the other hand, the quantum mobility is much higher than the field
effect mobility, as the quantum hall features starts to appear at very small magnetic
field.

8.2 Quantum Hall effect in tetralayer graphene
In the Landau fan diagram, as shown in Fig. 8.2a, conductance G as a function of
back gate voltage Vbg and magnetic field B is plotted. Shubnikov de Haas (SdH)
oscillations appear at B as low as 0.3T, which yields quantum mobility ~30,000
cm2/Vs. Taken vertical line traces G(Vbg) at 1.8T, as shown in Fig. 8.2b, plateaus at
filling factor =8 and 12 are properly quantized. At B=8T, the filling factors =1, 2, 3,
4 are all resolved, showing symmetry broken states (Fig. 8.2c). This is the first time
that such plateaus are observed in tetralayer graphene. Another observation is the
presence of an insulating =0 state at low field. Such an insulating state at =0 has
been observed in single-, bi-, and tri-layer graphene, but has not been seen in
tetralayer to date.
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Fig. 8.2. Data from a tetralayer device TE1 at 300mK. (a). Conductance G vs
perpendicular magnetic field B and back gate voltage Vbg, with the green line at 1.8T
and red line at 8T. (b). and (c). G(Vbg) line traces taken from (a). at B=1.8 (green) and
8T (red), respectively.
A striking feature at =0 is the abrupt change at B~5.5T near Dirac Point in Fig.
8.2a. In the horizontal line trace G(B) taken at Vbg =0.46V, G decreases to zero and
reach an insulating state for 3.8T< B <4.8T. With increasing B, G jumps to a plateau
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~3.6e2/h at B ~5T, then decreases to zero again at B ~5.8T. This „plateau‟ feature has
been repeatedly seen in all seven devices and is not expected from any tight-binding
pictures.

8.3 Temperature dependent measurement
To further investigate this unusual re-entrant insulating states, we examine the
temperature dependence of the „plateau‟ in B. G(B) are taken at several temperatures
between 260mK and 4K, for smaller range B ~4.8-6.2T. We observe that directly on
the plateau at ~5.6T, G decreases with increasing temperature, i.e. the device is
metallic. Off the plateau at 6T, G increases with increasing temperature, i.e. the
devices is insulating. The set of the G(B) curves at different T intersect at two B
values, as shown in Fig. 8.3b, suggesting a possible phase transition.
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Fig. 8.3. Conductance vs. magnetic field B. (a). G (B) at Dirac Point at 260mK. (b).
G(B) at temperature T=0.27, 0.36, 0.52, 0.62, 0.86, 1.11, 1.37, 1.56, 1.92, 4.00K. (top
to bottom).

8.4 Suspended tetralayer graphene with suspended top gate
In dual-gated devices, carrier density and perpendicular electrical field can be
independently controlled. Our preliminary data show that the „plateau‟ feature splits
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with magnetic and electrical fields, as shown by the G(E,B) data at global Dirac
Point in Fig. 8.4a. G(B) traces are shown in Fig. 8.4b, at two different vertical
electrical fields E. Fig. 8.4b plots the G(B) curves at E=0 and 12mV/nm,
respectively. A second „plateau‟ (white band in Fig. 8.4a) at smaller value ~2e2/h at B
~5T, is observed at finite E. This „plateau‟ splitting is symmetric with respect to E
of either polarity. We currently do not have an explanation for this intriguing
phenomenon. It may be related to the electron-hole polarity in electrical fields or to
other phenomena such as magneto-electric effects, and further experimental and
theoretical efforts are necessary to elucidate its origin.
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Fig. 8.4. (a). G(E, B) at Dirac Point at 260mK. (b). G(B) at E =0 (red line), 4V Vbg
(green line).
We have also attempted to study the effect of in-plane magnetic field, on the
„plateau‟ feature by measuring the same device in Janis fridge that has a rotary stage.
Unfortunately, current annealing was not very successful, and the plateau feature was
smeared. Better devices are needed for further study.
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8.5 Conclusion
In conclusion, we have observed interesting QH effect in tetralayer graphene,
including (1) symmetry broken QH states at =0, 1, 2, 3 and 4, (2) the unusual
re-entrant insulating states at n=0 and finite magnetic field and (3) splitting of the
„plateau‟ at B=5.5T and n=0 by vertical electrical field. These new phenomena could
arise from Landau level crossing, Moire pattern due to a small relative twist between
the layers or reentrant insulating states. More experimental and theoretical studies are
required to better understand these intriguing phenomena.
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Chapter 9
Conclusion and Outlook
9.1 Conclusion

In summary, my doctorial research work has been focusing on electronic property
of few layer graphene and its heterojunction structures. Graphene electronics, as the
hottest field in condensed matter physics, has attracted attention from both theorists
and experimentalists. Theorists have estimated the electronic property of single layer
graphene1, 2, bilayer3-8, trilayer9-17 and tetralayer graphene18, 19, including band
structure and density of states in magnetic field. Many interesting phenomena have
been proposed by theorists, such as quantum anomalous Hall effect20, spontaneous
symmetry broking21- 25, perfect Spin filters26, 27, multicomponent fractional quantum
Hall effect28, Coulomb drag29, 30, some of which remains unexplored. Experimentally,
high mobility field effect transistor devices with ever more complicated structures
have been realized, including suspended devices with dual-gates and/or four
terminals.
In my study, we focus on the electronic properties of bilayer, trilayer and
tetralayer graphene devices as well as graphene hetero-junctions. We have observed
evidence for the fractional quantum Hall effect in bilayer and trilayer graphene. In
heterojunction devices, the edge states at the interface between different numbers of
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layers could affect electron transport in quantum Hall regime. In tetralayer graphene,
several new phenomena are first observed in our devices, including a reentrant
insulating state near the charge neutrality point, and the observation of
symmetry-broken quantum Hall states. We are gathering more data to explore the
physics behind these interesting observations.
9.2 Outlook
Recently, a new technique of transferring graphene onto different substrates has
been developed. Briefly, it uses a xyz-positioner under optical microscope to align the
desirable flakes, which is usually on a layer of lithography resist, to a specific area on
the substrate, and resist will be released together with the flake to be deposited on the
target area on the substrate. To improve the contact, heater is used to drive away any
bubbles between the resist and the substrate. The most common device is graphene on
hexagonal boron nitride substrate. The mobility is much higher than that on SiO2
substrate, comparable with suspended graphene devices, although the current
annealing is not as effective as in suspended samples. Moreover, larger range of
doping can be applied to these devices since they can sustain much higher gate
voltage than the fragile suspended samples.
This transfer technique is versatile and can be applied towards many two
dimensional (2D) layered materials, such as hexagonal boron-nitride and a variety of
topological insulators. Many interesting physical phenomena have been observed in
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transferred layered materials, such as Hofstadter butterfly31, 32 and Column drag29, 30.
A possible direction is to combine this transfer method with our multi-layer
lithography technique to fabricate devices with suspended top gates that will have
high mobility and are compatible with annealing.
For future work, atomically-thin 2D structures based on stacks of transition metal
dichalcogenides of TX2 type (T: Mo, W, etc.; X: S, Se, Te, etc.), boron nitride and
graphenes present an exciting future direction, e.g. to study magneto-transport and
magneto-optics with vertical electrical field effect between layers. Fundamental
understanding of electronic transport in these layered materials could contribute to
novel technologies for next generation electronics.
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Appendix I
Source Code for Graphene Layer and Boundary
Identification Software

Graphene layer and boundary identification software is developed to search for
graphene flakes on the substrate based on Matlab. It consists of two files, one is to
identify the number layers of graphene, the other is to determine the regions of flakes
with defined boundaries.
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1. identify_layers.m

function identify_layers(filename)
% for example, filename = '1.jpg' or '3-600a(BT).jpg)
% run this program, just enter <identity_layers('1.jpg')> in the command
% window (no <>) and press enter.
%filename=graphene.jpg;
% read graph
f=imread(filename);
% plot graph
figure(1),imshow(f);
axis equal
[m,n,p]=size(f);
fprintf('\nsize(f) = (%d, %d, %d)\n ', m, n, p);
% three channels
% a for red channel
a=zeros(1,256);
% b for green channel
b=zeros(1,256);
% c for blue channel
c=zeros(1,256);
% compute how many points in the graph have the corresponding gray value
% for each channel
for i=1:m
for j=1:n
a(f(i,j,1)+1)=a(f(i,j,1)+1)+1;
end
end
for i=1:m
for j=1:n
b(f(i,j,2)+1)=b(f(i,j,2)+1)+1;
end
end
for i=1:m
for j=1:n
c(f(i,j,3)+1)=c(f(i,j,3)+1)+1;
end
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end
%show gray value of Red
figure(2),bar(a);
title('Red')
xlabel('Gray value')
ylabel('number')
%show gray value of Rreen
figure(3),bar(b);
title('Green')
xlabel('Gray value')
ylabel('number')
%show gray value of Blue
figure(4),bar(c);
title('Blue')
xlabel('Gray value')
ylabel('number')
% get the gray value which has the maximum points, that it the gray value
% for the background, only for green channel.
max = 0;
M = 0;
for i=1:256
if(b(i)>max)
max = b(i);
M = i;
end
end
M = M -1;
fprintf('\nM = %d\n', M);

%get the substrate value of blue and red channel
maxa=1;
for i=1:256
if(a(i)>a(maxa))
maxa = i;
end
end
maxc=1;
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for i=1:256
if(c(i)>c(maxc))
maxc = i;
end
end
%get substrate value, another way: get from the original f
ma=0;
mc=0;
for i=1:m
for j=1:n
if (f(i,j,2)==M);
ma=f(i,j,1);
mc=f(i,j,3);
break;
end
end
end
%preprocess
for i=1:m
for j=1:n
if(f(i,j,2)>M+M*0.06||f(i,j,2)<M-M*0.2)
f(i,j,3)=mc;
f(i,j,1)=ma;
f(i,j,2)=M;
end
if(f(i,j,1)>maxa+6||f(i,j,1)<maxa-maxa*0.16||f(i,j,3)<maxc-maxc*0.16|
|f(i,j,3)>maxc+6)
f(i,j,3)=255;
f(i,j,1)=255;
f(i,j,2)=255;
% change it to whie color
end
end
end
figure(5),imshow(f);
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title('preprocess');
figure(6);
B=zeros(m,n);
M1= M - M*0.03 + 2;
var1 = 1;
fprintf('\nM1 = %d\n', M1);
for i=1:m
for j=1:n
if(f(i,j,2)>(M1+var1)||f(i,j,2)<(M1-var1))
B(i,j)=255;
end
end
end
subplot(1,2,1),imshow(B);
title('one layer')

B=zeros(m,n);
M2 = M - M*0.06 + 2;
fprintf('\nM2 = %d\n', M2);
var2 = 2;
for i=1:m
for j=1:n
if(f(i,j,2)>M2+var2||f(i,j,2)<M2-var2)
B(i,j)=255;
end
end
end
subplot(1,2,2),imshow(B);
title('two layers')
figure(7);
B=zeros(m,n);
M3 = M - M*0.09 + 2;
fprintf('\nM3 = %d\n', M3);
var3 = 1;
for i=1:m
for j=1:n
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if(f(i,j,2)>M3+var3||f(i,j,2)<M3-var3)
B(i,j)=255;
end
end
end
subplot(2,1,1),imshow(B);
title('three layers')

B=zeros(m,n);
M4 = M - M*0.12 + 2;
fprintf('\nM4 = %d\n', M4);
var4 = 3;
for i=1:m
for j=1:n
if(f(i,j,2)>M4+var4||f(i,j,2)<M4-var4)
B(i,j)=255;
end
end
end

subplot(2,1,2),imshow(B);
title('four layers')
%k-means clustering
%K-means, radius Rk.
Rk = m/150;
t1 = 1;
t2 = 1;
for i=1:m-Rk
for j=1:n-Rk
Chk = 0; %K-means, check the center
if B(i,j)==0;
for t1=i:i+Rk-1
for t2=j:j+Rk-1
if B(t1,t2)==255
Chk=Chk+1;
end
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if Chk>(Rk-1)*(Rk-1)/2;
B(i,j)=255;
end
end
end
end
end
end
figure(9),imshow(B);
title('four layers clustering')
return
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%if chk is large, point is NG

2. regions_histogram.m

function regions_histogram(filename, N1, N2)
% for 1024*1280 graph, (N1, N2) = (8, 10) or (4, 5)
% for 576 *704 graph, (N1, N2) = (9, 11)
f=imread(filename);
figure(1),imshow(f); hold on
[m,n,p]=size(f);
for i=1:N1-1
plot(1:n,m/N1*i);
end
for i=1:N2-1
plot(n/N2*i,1:m);
end
axis equal
fprintf('\nsize(f) = (%d, %d, %d)\n ', m, n, p);
a=zeros(1,256);
b=zeros(1,256);
c=zeros(1,256);
for i=1:m
for j=1:n
a(f(i,j,1)+1)=a(f(i,j,1)+1)+1;
end
end
for i=1:m
for j=1:n
b(f(i,j,2)+1)=b(f(i,j,2)+1)+1;
end
end
for i=1:m
for j=1:n
c(f(i,j,3)+1)=c(f(i,j,3)+1)+1;
end
end
%show gray value of Red
figure(2),bar(a);
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title('Red')
xlabel('Gray value')
ylabel('number')
%show gray value of Green
figure(3),bar(b);
title('Green')
xlabel('Gray value')
ylabel('number')
%show gray value of Blue
figure(4),bar(c);
title('Blue')
xlabel('Gray value')
ylabel('number')
N = m/N1;
NN = n/N2;
figure(5);
for i=1:N1
for j=1:N2
b=zeros(1,256);
for k=((i-1)*N+1):(i*N)
for l=((j-1)*NN+1):(j*NN)
b(f(k,l,2)+1)=b(f(k,l,2)+1)+1;
end
end
m=(i-1)*N2+j;
subplot(N1,N2,m),bar(b);
%b=zeros(1,256);
xlim([150 255]);
end
end
return
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